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Beauty of the Beach

What's in the campaign communication pack?
In this pack we’ve put together everything you need to design and deliver your own successful
bathing water awareness campaign. The pack includes some useful copy and imagery for you to
use, offers tips on social media, messaging and creating a clear call to action.

How it can help
We have complied some assets which we hope will make it easier for you to build your own publicfacing bathing water awareness campaign.
By working jointly on this issue we can reinforce the message that our organisations are
passionate about enhancing our environment, while making clear that bathing water quality is
affected by a range of factors – some of which are out of our collective control.
Using the 'Beauty of the Beach' campaign across the South East region means we can take a
consistent, co-ordinated approach to encouraging the whole community to take action to protect
and enhance our bathing waters.

What is 'Beauty of the Beach'?
Beauty of the Beach aims to educate the public about what they can do to improve bathing water
quality, in a warm, light-hearted way.
The campaign is also designed to reinforce the message that those taking part are passionate
about our environment and have links with the local area.

Advantages to sharing the campaign
•
•
•
•
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Zero cost - all assets are free to use and can be adapted to suit your particular brand
Unlimited use of existing campaign materials and channels - including comms assets, social
media banks and template press releases
Viral/ripple approach to campaign messaging
Consistent imagery and language.

Beauty of the Beach

Starting your campaign
It's easy to incorporate the #BeautyOfTheBeach identity with a more personalised touch - for
example adding your own Local Authority name, town name, or local bathing water(s) name(s)
gives an easy way for your audience to recognise your aim, e.g. #BeautyOfTheBeachThanet
#BeautyOfTheBeachWorthing.

Logos, images and assets:

Using the Beauty of the Beach logo and branding will give your campaign a visual identity that
people will be able to recognise.
Your pack includes a file of images, including the Beauty of the Beach logo, campaign acrostics
and other assets.
We'd recommend you brand with our own logo and use the Beauty of the Beach logo as well.
All we ask if that you let us know if you are using the Beauty of the Beach logo in your activities so
we can track where it has been used. Just email us at mediateam@southernwater.co.uk.

Your full pack includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
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Beauty of the Beach logo
campaign acrostics and infographics
Love Letter campaign postcard
Catchment infographic
General campaign postcard - 'What can affect bathing water quality and who to contact'

Beauty of the Beach

Social media
Social media is a great way to engage and share your campaign activity with other partners and
supporters.
When sharing your campaign information and activity don’t forget to use your campaign hashtag
(eg: #BeautyOfTheBeachShanklin) to be able to view all the campaign activity through social
media and provide those crucial analytics!
It's also useful to use the 'mention' capability on social media when you're working with partners
(eg: Farmer @NewForestShow? Avoiding spreading slurry & manure in wet weather reduces
beach pollution #BeautyOfTheBeach .@NaturalEngland).
Having pre-planned, signed off messaging means you will always have posts to hand that can be
scheduled in ahead of time. Hootsuite is a free and easy way to do this.
Below we give a few suggestions for both Twitter and Facebook.
Beauty of the Beach specific (Twitter):
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•

We all have a part to play in protecting our coastline. That's why we should think BEAUTY
when it comes to the beach #BeautyOfTheBeach (IMAGE PROVIDED)

•

Today we'll be tweeting the six things you can do to help improve the #BeautyOfTheBeach

•

Bag it - If you take your dog to the beach, please pop that poop in a bag & throw it away.
#BeautyOfTheBeach (IMAGE PROVIDED)

•

Environment - leaving litter can be lethal, not just 2 wildlife but also to our beaches. Don't
deny bins their purpose in life! #BeautyOfTheBeach (IMAGE PROVIDED)

•

Avoid birds - when they flock for tasty morsels, they tend to poo. The more u feed them, the
more they do! #BeautyOfTheBeach (IMAGE PROVIDED)

Beauty of the Beach

•

Unblock drains - flushing anything other than pee, poo & paper can cause blockages,
leading to flooding. #BeautyOfTheBeach (IMAGE PROVIDED)

•

Team work - we all care about our coastline, so why not get involved in local beach cleans
& litter picks? #BeautyOfTheBeach (IMAGE PROVIDED)

•

Your home - misconnected drains & poorly maintained septic tanks pollute surface water.
Looking after homes helps beaches too! #BeautyOfTheBeach (IMAGE PROVIDED)

•

It's the summer holidays! We teamed up with @EA to celebrate our coast & help improve
the #BeautyOfTheBeach

•

Just think 'BEAUTY' when it comes to the beach for simple ways to improve the health of
our coast #BeautyOfTheBeach (BEAUTY INFOGRAPHIC)

•

Who needs exotic holidays when we have beautiful beaches right on our doorstep? We can
all play a part in keeping them looking lovely. Visit, XX for more info (LOCAL BEACH
IMAGE)

•

It’s set to be a hot one this weekend! Will you be joining us at the beach? We've got XXX
miles of beautiful coastline to choose from!

General beach (Twitter):
•

Want to find out more about bathing waters in England?
http://environment.data.gov.uk/bwq/profiles/ #BeautyOfTheBeach

•

Off to check out the #BeautyOfTheBeach in #(location)? You can check water quality for
over 400 beaches here: http://environment.data.gov.uk/bwq/profiles/

•

Heading to the #beach? Snap & send us a picture of your favourite and share the
#BeautyOfTheBeach with us!

•

Summers here! Can you guess which #beach this is in #(location)? You can check the
latest water quality here: http://environment.data.gov.uk/bwq/profiles/ #BeautyOfTheBeach

•

The sun is shining! Off to the beach? Water quality is sampled from May to September.
More here: http://environment.data.gov.uk/bwq/profiles/ #BeautyOfTheBeach

•

Off to the #beach? Only leave paw prints and foot prints in the sand. #BeautyOfTheBeach

General campaign (Facebook):
If you grew up by the beach you undoubtedly spent your childhood rock pooling, your teenage
years sunbathing and your adult years strolling along the promenade trying to resist the allure of a
whippy ice cream…
To ensure we can continue to enjoy these simple pleasures, we all have a part to play in keeping
our beaches looking beautiful and it’s so easy to do.
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Picking up your litter, scooping your dog’s poop, flushing the right things down the loo (pee, poo
and paper only please) and correctly connecting your drains all help to keep our beaches looking
swell.
We want to help keep our British beaches looking blooming beautiful and we need your help.
Who’s with us?
More info:
Specific 'issue' based post (Facebook):
Did you know there are lots of different things that can affect bathing water quality?
That includes misconnections.
A misconnection is when a homes foul drainage –things like toilets and washing machines – are
plumbed into the wrong drainage system. Instead all the waste water is pumped into the rainwater
system, which has a massive impact on our bathing quality.
We can help. For more information: XXX

Media releases/ letters to editor:
Combining social media with mainstream media means you are reaching the widest possible
demographic.
Below are some examples of template press releases / letters to editor that you are welcome to
use.
Key dates or community events are good news hooks, otherwise letters to editor can be an
effective way of spreading your message in print media without having an 'angle' for media outlets.
Below are some template press releases.
Press release template - launch
BEAUTY OF THE BEACH
XXX have launched a campaign to celebrate our coastline - and help people play a part in keeping
beaches beautiful.
Bathing waters along XXX miles of coastline have never been cleaner in recent times.
However, the way bathing water quality is measured changed in 2015 and standards are now twice
as strict as before - which is XXX is working even more closely with water companies, community
groups and the Environment Agency to address issues which affect bathing water quality.
XXX said:
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Beauty of the Beach

"Many people are unaware of the fact that bathing water is affected by a range things, including
contaminated rainwater running off roads and agricultural land, wastewater from privately-owned
treatment works, boats and animals on the beach such as dogs and seabirds.
"We live and work in the region and are proud of our local area - that's why we want to work with
people to help make our beaches the very best that they can be," he added.
XXX is currently running an online poll to find the region's favourite beach. To vote in the battle of
the beaches please go to: bit.ly/1WefsaX

Letter to editor - Beauty of the Beach
Dear Sir,
Here at XXX we want to celebrate our coastline and help people play a part in keeping beaches
beautiful.
Bathing waters along our region have never been cleaner in recent times.
As well as celebrating the beautiful bathing waters in the area, the 'Beauty of the beach' campaign
aims to help people understand more about what impacts bathing water quality and give them the
power to protect their beaches by taking some simple steps.
We know how important our beaches are to residents, businesses and tourists alike, however the
way bathing water quality is measured changed in 2015 and standards are now twice as strict as
before - which is why we're working closely with other agencies, water companies and community
groups to address issues which affect bathing water quality.
Bathing water is affected by a range of sources of pollution, including contaminated rainwater
running off roads and agricultural land, wastewater from privately-owned treatment works, boats
and animals on the beach such as dogs and seabirds.
We live and work in the region and are proud of our local area - which is why we want to work with
people to help make our beaches the very best that they can be.
To find out more about what impacts bathing water quality and how you can protect your beaches
with some simple steps, please check out our 'Beauty of the Beach' campaign on: XXX
Sincerely
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Further asset ideas
Below are some ideas for further assets you could design to compliment the existing collateral:
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•

Facts and stats - About the beaches in your region

•

Blogs / Vlogs - People within your organisation who take an active part in improving
bathing water quality, from EHO officers to Foreshore Managers or are perhpas avid beach
go-ers.

•

Case studies - special projects underway that are helping to improve water quality such as
school education days, unique approaches to gull deterrents or dog poo DNA tracing to
identify repeat offenders

•

'Love letter' competitions - inviting schools, community groups or other organisations to
make a pledge to their beach. This was piloted in the Isle of Wight in Feb 2017 and through
working with the Leisure and Amenity team in the local authority, the winning entries are
now published on beach signage across the region (summer 2017)

•

Vote / poll - top beach in each region. These are free to set up via your Facebook and
Twitter pages and encourage interaction and a sense of pride and ownership

•

Buzzfeed type lists - top seven things people can do to protect their beach / seven things
you didn't know about bathing water

•
1)
2)
3)

Short films ideas:
Introducing Beauty of the Beach
How can you help improve the 'Beauty of the beach'
Seven things that affect bathing water quality

Beauty of the Beach

Evaluation
It is really useful to be able to evaluate your campaigns to see what is effective and also feed back
to your organisation to secure buy-in across employees. And of course we'd love to hear your
feedback too.
Here's an examples of the data you may wish to capture. Both Facebook and Twitter have free
insight and analytic tools built in but your Comms teams will be able to advise what tools they have
in place.
Digital

Stakeholder engagement

Media
Digital, media, stakeholder
engagement
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No of likes, shares and retweets (Twitter, Facebook and
Youtube)
No of blogs and vlogs posted, shared, and commented on
No of new social media followers
No of partner channels secured (eg website, events, publications)
No of target audience reached
Value of volunteer time given
New partnerships formed
Level of knowledge developed by target audience (survey)
Volunteer actions taken towards campaign objectives
No of mentions in local media/ community newsletters
Sentiment/tone of target audience

Thank you!
Thank you for supporting the Beauty of the Beach campaign. By working together we can make a
big difference to the health of our beaches and bathing waters - both now and in the future.
If you need any further help or support, please contact the media team at Southern Water on
01903 272230 or mediateam@southernwater.co.uk
We look forward to working with you.
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